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Abstract

This Study is doing on the basics of the probability to develop a compressor which perform this process under the sophisticated design of the casing of the compressor. In many reason, space agencies and aviation experts are looking for this models such as using hyper sonic jet planes, safest satellite longing and Military operations. Next generation space travel might happen on the basics of the speed of the craft and its cost of production. Every year, airline companies and Airplane manufactures are spending huge amount of money for holding their Gas turbine version of jet production.

Gas turbine and its limitations, decrease the possibilities of traveling at the hyper-sonic speed. In such a time, pulsed compression offers high speed travel and fuel efficient jet production.

More clearly saying, jet propulsion can define as the method of producing Newton's third low in perpetually. So any device which capable to produce Newton's third low with high efficiency can propel our space vehicles. In this contest, pulsed compression for hyper-sonic speed is relevant.
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List of simple

\( k \) Boltzmann constant

\( T \) Temperature

\( m \) mass flow

\( A_1 \) coefficient of Bessel’s formula

\( j_n \) Bessel’s function

\( v_{rms} \) root mean square velocity of moving air column

\( w^i \) work along the direction of air flow

\( w_i \) component of work along \( l \)

\( x^i \) displacement of air on compressor

\( g_{ii} \) matric tensor of the \( p \times v \) space

\( P \times v \) space is the combination of \( P \)-space, having 3 coordinates and \( V \)-space, having 3-coordinate

\( Q \) is the increased heat energy

\( S \) is the entropy

Introduction

The ongoing activities of Hyper sonic airplanes are struggling to make a perpetual flow of jet, without having any moving parts and this decline the production of operational Hyper-sonic engines. More than 20 tests were conducted by different groups on it, but that was really done by the cupping of 2 different engines such as Turbo jet and Rockets, but they never uses any technological advantages for replace the uses of two engines. In such a scenario, high energy compression has signifies.

In my model of Compressors, the high energy air molecules where trapped inside the compressor casing and this propel to the Combusting Chamber by adding Breath air on it. This breath air can obtain from APU and Liquid Oxygen Tanks.

Way of operation

In every stage, we provide high energy molecules to the Compressor casing and this can be happened on it by uniform increase of velocity of the trapped air. According to the M-B distribution, Molecules get accelerated under the increase of ambient Temperature. Where velocity
(RMS) can be defined as the square root of the ambient temperature. This means that for high temperature, the velocity increases.

\[ v_{\text{rms}} = \sqrt{\frac{3kT}{m}} \]  

Considering the increase of temperature, it should be a uniform, because, the action of a compressor will be adiabatic. So there will be no adding or subtraction of heat energy happened. This means that the system should be closed. But the molecule should travel to the casing for compression. So sophisticated duct design is relevant.

Again, the transfer of temperature to the closed casing can be obtained as a solution of Bessel function of gamma of negative quantity as zero and that is

\[ T = A_1 J_n x \]

From this expression it can conclude that the progress of temperature along the compressor is like a series solution. So the velocity is also progress as the square root of this temperature.

\[ v_{\text{rms}} = \sqrt{\frac{3k(A_1 J_n x)}{m}} \]

However, we have a challenge over here, that is, we have right to increase the temperature of the compressor, at the same time it should be under thermal insulation. So adding heat energy is impossible for it. In such a scenario we think about the application of high energy bread air.

\[ Q = S \ast T \]

For fine entropy (S) and Temperature (T), the heat energy should be finite and, if we increase the temperature of the bread air, it races the heat energy and Entropy as well. This high energy air molecule then transfer to the compressor casing. So the ambient conditions of compressor get highs.

By progressive observation of T, Q, we can monitor the entropy. When it reaches the threshold(maximum), we gradually supply's the bread air with increase of temperature, heat energy and entropy which equal to the ambient conditions of the compressor casing.

When the bread air with high energy molecule, combine with the molecules having the same condition in the casing, the curvature of the molecules on the compressor alien on the direction of flow. This will increase by increase of its pressure. When pressure increase, the work done by the compressor happens, without having any rotating part.

\[ w^i = \frac{1}{2} w_i x^c \frac{\partial (\log(g_{ii}))}{\partial x^c} \]

Where \( g_{ii} \) is the matric tensor of the combination of p-space and V-space along the direction of flow. Where \( i \) on the superscript indicate the work on the molecular space and subscript is the component of that work along the direction of motion along molecular space.

This is happening on the secondary compressor or power compressor and the real scramjet compressor is primary compressor which can access air from the surrounding.
In the case of power compressor, the direct access of air is comparatively low, and we transform the bread air on the power compressor. Briefly define, the 99.9999 percentage of air at power compressor should be manipulated in to high energy format. However, there is some chance to access air on the atmosphere to the power compressor. So highly efficient design is very impotent for power compressor manufacturing.

Result

*Power compressor can give power to the compressor of a scramjet engine and this will trigger the hyper-sonic propulsion of the aircraft*
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